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Abstract
Weexamine a designD and a binary codeC constructed fromaprimitive permutation representation
of degree 275 of the sporadic simple group McL. We prove that Aut(C) = Aut(D) =McL : 2 and
determine the weight distribution of the code and that of its dual. In Section 5, we show that for a word
wi of weight i, where i ∈ {100, 112, 164, 176} the stabilizer (McL)wi is a maximal subgroup of
McL. The words of weight 128 splits into three orbits C(128)1 , C(128)2 and C(128)3 , and similarly the
words of weights 132 produces the orbits C(132)1 and C(132)2 . For wi ∈ {C(128)1 , C(128)2 , C(132)1 },
we prove that (McL)wi is a maximal subgroup of M
cL. Further in Section 6, we deal with the
stabilizers (McL : 2)wi by extending the results of Section 5 toMcL : 2.
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1. Introduction
The binary codes obtained from the primitive permutation representations of the spo-
radic simple groups have been examined in [3,6,9,10]. See [7] for collected results. In
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[12], a [2025, 22, 848]2 self-orthogonal doubly even code invariant under McL has been
constructed from a design obtained from a primitive permutation representation of degree
2025. Here we construct a 1-(275, 112, 112) self-dual symmetric designD from a primitive
permutation representation of degree 275 of the sporadic simple groupMcL of McLaugh-
lin [4].Associated to this design we construct a [275, 22, 100]2 self-orthogonal doubly even
binary code C which is invariant under theMcL:2 group. We determine the weight distri-
bution of C and that of C⊥ and show that Aut(C) = Aut(D) = McL:2. Let Ci denote the
set of all words of C of weight i. In Section 5, we determine the structures of the stabilizers
(McL)wi , for all non-zero weight i, wherewi is a word weight i (see, Table 4).We show that
if i ∈ {100, 112, 164, 176}, (McL)wi is a maximal subgroup ofMcL. Note that the words
of weight 112 (and similarly 176) splits into two orbitsC(112)1 andC(112)2 (similarlyC(176)1
and C(176)2 ) with (McL)wi isomorphic to the maximal subgroups U4(3) and L3(4):22, re-
spectively (M22 and M22, respectively). The words of weight 128 splits into three orbits
C(128)1 , C(128)2 and C(128)3 , and similarly the words of weight 132 produces the orbits
C(132)1 and C(132)2 . For wi ∈ {C(128)1 , C(128)2 , C(132)1}, we prove that (McL)wi is a maxi-
mal subgroup ofMcL.On the other hand, ifwi is such that i ∈ {(128)3, (132)2, 144, 148},
we describe the structures of (McL)wi for each i and show that they are not maximal in
McL.
Furthermore sinceAut(C) = McL:2, in Section 6we deal with the stabilizers (McL:2)wi
by extending the results of Section 5 toMcL:2.We determine the structures of the stabilizers
(McL:2)wi , for all non-zero weight i (SeeTable 5).We show that for i ∈ {100, 112, 164} the
stabilizer (McL:2)wi is a maximal subgroup ofMcL:2. Note that C112 remains split under
the action ofMcL:2 with corresponding stabilizers isomorphic to U4(3):23 and L3(4):22,
respectively. The words of weight 128 splits into two orbits C′128 = C(128)1
⋃
C(128)2 and
C(128)3 , but the words of weight 132 remains split into the two orbits C(132)1 and C(132)2 .
For wi ∈ {C(128)3 , C(132)1}, we prove that (McL)wi is a maximal subgroup ofMcL:2. On
the other hand, if wi is in {C′128, C(132)2 , C144, C148, C176}, we describe the structures of
(McL:2)wi and show that they are not maximal inMcL:2.
In both Sections 5 and 6, for each wi , we take the support of wi and orbit it under the
action ofG = McL andG = McL:2 to form the blocks of 1− (275, i, ki) designsDwi and
Dwi , respectively, where ki = |(wi)G| × i/275. Information on these designs are listed in
Tables 6 and 7. Finally, we show that although C is a 22-dimensional code invariant under
McL, C is not isomorphic to the code obtained in [12].
We outline our notation in Section 2, and describe the background results and a construc-
tion method in Section 3. A brief overview of the simple sporadic group McL is given in
Section 4. Our results are given in Sections 4.1, 5 and 6.
2. Terminology and notation
Our notation will be standard, and it is as in [1] and ATLAS [4]. For the structure of
groups and their maximal subgroups we follow the ATLAS notation. The groups G.H,
G : H, and G · H denote a general extension, a split extension and a non-split extension,
respectively. For a prime p, pn denotes the elementary abelian group of order pn. We also
denote the particular cases of an extraspecial group by p1+2n, p1+2n+ or p1+2n− .
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An incidence structure D = (P,B, I), with point set P , block set B and incidence I is
a t-(v, k, ) design, if |P| = v, every block B ∈ B is incident with precisely k points, and
every t distinct points are together incident with precisely  blocks. The dual structure ofD
is Dt = (B,P, I). Thus, the transpose of an incidence matrix for D is an incidence matrix
for Dt . We will say that the design is symmetric if it has the same number of points and
blocks, and self-dual if it is isomorphic to its dual.
The code CF of the designD over the ﬁnite ﬁeld F is the space spanned by the incidence
vectors of the blocks over F. We take F to be a prime ﬁeld Fp, in which case we write also
Cp for CF , and refer to the dimension of Cp as the p-rank of D. In the general case of a
2-design, the prime must divide the order of the design, i.e. r − , where r is the replication
number for the design, that is, the number of blocks through a point. If the point set ofD is
denoted by P and the block set by B, and if Q is any subset of P , then we will denote the
incidence vector of Q by vQ. Thus CF = 〈vB |B ∈ B〉, and is a subspace of FP , the full
vector space of functions from P to F. For any code C, the dual or orthogonal code C⊥ is
the orthogonal subspace under the standard inner product. The hull of a design’s code over
some ﬁeld is the intersection C ∩ C⊥. If a linear code over a ﬁeld of order q is of length n,
dimension k, and minimum weight d, then we write [n, k, d]q to represent this information.
If c is a codeword then the support of c is the set of non-zero coordinate positions of c.
A constant word in the code is a codeword all of whose coordinate entries are either 0 or
1. The all-one vector will be denoted by E, and is the constant vector of weight the length
of the code. Two linear codes of the same length and over the same ﬁeld are equivalent if
each can be obtained from the other by permuting the coordinate positions and multiplying
each coordinate position by a non-zero ﬁeld element. They are isomorphic if they can be
obtained from one another by permuting the coordinate positions. An automorphism of a
code is any permutation of the coordinate positions that maps codewords to codewords.
An automorphism thus preserves each weight class of C. A binary code with all weights
divisible by 4 is called a doubly even binary code.
3. Preliminary results
The designs and codes in this paper come from the following standard construction,
described in [9, Proposition 1], [10,12]:
Result 1 (Key and Moori [9, Proposition 1]). LetGbe a ﬁnite primitive permutation group
acting on the set  of size n. Let  ∈ , and let  = {} be an orbit of the stabilizer G of
. If
B = {g : g ∈ G},
then B forms a self-dual 1-(n, ||, ||) design with n blocks, with G acting as an automor-
phism group on this structure, primitive on the points and blocks of the design.
Note that if we form any union of orbits of the stabilizer of a point, including the orbit
consisting of the single point, and orbit this under the full group, we will still get a self-
dual symmetric 1-design with the group operating. Thus, the orbits of the stabilizer can be
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regarded as building blocks. Because of the maximality of the point stabilizer, there is only
one orbit of length 1: see [9].
The following two theorems deal with the automorphism groups of the designs and codes
constructed from a ﬁnite primitive permutation group in a manner described in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (Rodrigues [13]). Let D be a self-dual 1-design obtained by taking all the
images under G of a non-trivial orbit  of the point stabilizer in any of G’s primitive repre-
sentations, and on which G acts primitively on points and blocks. Then the automorphism
group of D contains G.
Proof. Suppose that G acts primitively on  = G/G. Primitivity of G implies that G is
a maximal subgroup. Let B = {g : g ∈ G} and suppose that B = g, and B ′ = g′ .
Then we have that (g)g−1g′ = gg−1g′ = g′ , and so G acts transitively on B. Now, if
h ∈ G and  ∈ g then h ∈ (g)h. Hence, we have that h ∈ gh and therefore G ⊆
Aut(D). 
Theorem 2 (Rodrigues [13]). If C is a linear code of length n of a self-dual symmetric
1− (v, k, k) designD over a ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq, then the automorphism group ofD is contained
in the automorphism group of C.
Proof. Suppose that D is a 1 − (v, k, k) design with P = {p1, p2, . . . , pv} the point set
of D and B = {B1, B2, . . . , Bv} the block set. Let A be an incidence matrix for D, then
P determines uniquely the rows of A, since each point is incident with precisely k blocks.
If  ∈ Aut(D), then  sends pi to pj for 1 i, jv and Bi′ to Bj ′ where 1 i′, j ′v,
and  preserves the incidence relation. Now if C is a code from D, then we have that the
columns of A span C. Let Ri and Rj denote the ith and jth columns of A, respectively,
with the entries of Ri and Rj labelled as the blocks indices. Then Ri and Rj have each
exactly k non-zero entries, since they represent the incidence relation of a point with the
corresponding k blocks of D. Now the self-duality of D implies that Ri and Rj are weight
k vectors in C. Now, since  permutes the coordinate positions of the k non-zero entries of
Ri to Rj , we deduce that  is an automorphism of C. 
4. The McL group and its automorphism group
We consider G to be the sporadic simple groupMcL of McLaughlin. Note thatMcL has
an involutary outer automorphism  and its full automorphism group is a split extension of
McL by 〈〉Z2. (See for exampleATLAS [4]).
It was shown by McLaughlin [11] that there exists a regular graph G = (, E) with
275 vertices possessing a transitive automorphism group Aut(G)McL:2, with McL a
new simple group of order 27 × 36 × 53 × 7 × 11. The McLaughlin graph G is a rank-3
graph of valency 112 on 275 points in which the point stabilizer U is a maximal subgroup
isomorphic to U4(3). The orbits under this action are {x},  and with lengths 1, 112 and
162, respectively. The action of U on  is equivalent to the representation of U4(3) on the
set of totally singular lines of the 4-dimensional unitary spaceV over the Galois ﬁeldGF(9)
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with the stabilizer of a point having the form 34:A6 and orbits of lengths [1, 30, 81]. The
action ofU on is equivalent to the representation ofU4(3) on the left cosets of a subgroup
isomorphic toL3(4)with the stabilizer of a point having orbits of lengths [1, 56, 105]. Thus,
the two point stabilizers ofMcL on are isomorphic to either 34:A6 orL3(4). From this we
conclude thatU∩Ug34:A6 orL3(4), for any twodistinct conjugate subgroups isomorphic
to U4(3).
The group McL has precisely one conjugacy class of involutions and the centralizer of
an involution in McL is isomorphic to 2·A8, the unique perfect central extension of the
alternating group A8 by a group of order 2. Finkelstein [5] showed that the proper non-
abelian simple subgroups of McL are isomorphic to A5, A6, A7, L2(7), U4(2), U3(3),
L3(4), U3(5), U4(3),M11 andM22. There are two classes ofM22 subgroups, interchanged
by the outer automorphism.
Theorem 3 (Finkelstein [5]). The McLaughlin simple group has precisely twelve conju-
gacy classes of maximal subgroups. The isomorphism types in these classes are as follows:
(i) two groups of classical type, namely, U4(3) and U3(5);
(ii) four groups of Mathieu type, namely, M11, M22 (two classes) and L3(4):22, the set
stabilizer of two points in the canonical representation ofM23;
(iii) six p-local subgroups, namely, 24:A7 (two classes), 2·A8, 34:M10, 31+4+ :2.S5 and
51+2+ :3:8. 
4.1. Computations forMcL andMcL:2
Using the construction method outlined in Result 1 we have implemented a computer
programme (see programme A in Section A.1) that was used in Magma [2] to construct a
1−(275, 112, 112) self-dual symmetric design. Subsequently, for the prime p = 2 we have
constructed its associated binary code Cwhich is a [275, 22, 100]2 and determined its basic
properties. In addition, we have determined the weight distribution for C and for C⊥ and
the hull of D. The complementary design of D is a 1-(275, 163, 163) self-dual symmetric
design D whose binary code is a [275, 23, 99]2 code C. We show in Section 7 that C ⊂ C.
The details of the computations can be found in Section A.2.
The 12 primitive representations referred to in Theorem 3 are listed in Table 1. The
ﬁrst column gives the ordering of the primitive representations as given by Magma (or
the ATLAS [4]) and as used in our computations (see Section A.2); the second gives the
maximal subgroups; the third gives the degree (the number of cosets of the point stabilizer.
Table 2 gives the same information forMcL:2 that Table 1 gives forMcL.
4.2. The 1− (275, 112, 112) design
TheMcL group acts as a rank-3 primitive group on the cosets of U4(3). The orbits of the
point stabilizer have lengths 1, 112, 162, respectively. We take the orbit of length 112 and
form as indicated in Result 1, a self-dual symmetric 1-(275, 112, 112) design, on which
McL acts. Henceforth, this design will be denoted by D.
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Table 1
Maximal subgroups ofMcL
No. Max. sub. Deg.
1 U4(3) 275
2 M22 2025
3 M22 2025
4 U3(5) 7128
5 3+1+4 : 2·S5 15 400
6 34 : M10 15 400
7 L3(4) : 22 22 275
8 2.A8 22 275
9 24 : A7 22 275
10 24 : A7 22 275
11 M11 113 400
12 5+1+2 : 3 : 8 299 376
Table 2
Maximal subgroups ofMcL:2
No. Max. sub. Deg.
1 McL 2
2 U4(3):23 275
3 U3(5):2 7128
4 3+1+4 : 4·S5 15 400
5 34 : (M10×2) 15 400
6 L3(4) : 22 22 275
7 2.S8 22 275
8 M11×2 113 400
9 (5+1+2 : 3 : 8)·2 299 376
10 22+4 : (S3×S3) 779 625
Theorem4 and its corollary belowdealwith this design and its automorphismgroup and in
Theorem 6we show thatMcL:2 is the automorphism group of its associated [275, 22, 100]2
self-orthogonal doubly even binary code.
Theorem 4. ForMcLof degree275, the automorphismgroupof the designwith parameters
1− (275, 112, 112) is a non-abelian ﬁnite group of order 1 796 256 000 which contains a
non-abelian ﬁnite simple group of order 898 128 000 as a normal subgroup of index 2.
Moreover, this subgroup is isomorphic to the simple sporadic groupMcL.
Proof. Let Aut(D) = G. Computations with Magma show that G is a non-abelian group
generated by the permutations which we denote by ,  listed in the appendix (see Section
A.3). Magma computations show that |G| = 1 796 256 000 and that there exists a non-
abelian subgroup N of G of order 898 128 000. Since [G:N ] = 2 we have that NG.We
claim that NMcL.A composition series for G found using Magma is GN1G, this
is in fact a chief series for G. Thus N is a non-abelian chief factor of G. Since |N | =
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898 128 000 = |McL| and since G contains McL by Theorem 1, we have that NMcL.
Hence the result. 
Corollary 5. The automorphism group of D is the groupMcL:2.
Proof. From Theorem 4, it follows that GMcL.2. Let  be the following permutation:
(1,195)(2,19)(3,200)(4,163)(5,129)(6,152)(7,103)(8,105)(9,96)(10,192)(11,159)(12,222)
(13,75)(14,160)(15,221)(16,140)(17,30)(18,45)(20,63)(21,246)(22,220)(23,270)(24,272)
(25,181)(26,269)(27,34)(28,144)(29,109)(31,121)(32,268)(33,90)(35,50)(36,256)(38,177)
(39,238)(40,178)(41,143)(42,217)(43,85)(44,125)(46,145)(47,83)(48,58)(49,151)(52,124)
(53,126)(54,86)(55,99)(56,112)(57,113)(59,228)(60,84)(61,260)(65,239)(66,249)(67,225)
(68,131)(69,158)(70,170)(71,205)(72,189)(73,108)(74,190)(76,212)(77,116)(78,213)
(79,137)(80,98)(81,119)(82,180)(87,198)(88,248)(89,231)(91,257)(92,243)(93,168)
(94,120)(95,136)(97,240)(100,165)(101,173)(102,271)(104,186)(106,135)(107,166)
(111,251)(114,266)(115,208)(117,171)(118,149)(122,226)(123,155)(127,172)(128,147)
(130,207)(132,139)(133,196)(134,194)(138,233)(141,153)(142,218)(146,187)(148,237)
(150,241)(154,206)(156,274)(157,229)(161,210)(162,263)(164,216)(167,252)(169,247)
(175,211)(176,262)(179,235)(182,214)(183,244)(184,188)(185,204)(193,224)(197,199)
(201,219)(202,254)(215,258)(223,230)(227,250)(232,264)(234,245)(236,265)(253,255)
(259,275)(267,273). 
Since, by computations in Magma  is an involution in G − N , it follows G is a split
extension of N by 〈〉. Note that  has the cycle type 1112132.
4.3. The [275, 22, 100]2 code
We found thatD yields a [275, 22]2 binary code which we denote by C. In the following
theorem, we determine some of the properties of C and furthermore, we show that Aut(C)
= Aut(D)McL:2.
Theorem 6. ThegroupMcL:2 is the automorphismgroupof the [275, 22]2 codeCobtained
from D. The code C is self-orthogonal doubly even, with minimum distance 100. Its dual is
a [275, 253, 5]2 with 15 400words of weight 5.Moreover E ∈ C⊥ andMcL acts irreducibly
on C as a GF(2) module.
Proof. Let Aut(C) = . Then by Theorem 2 we have that Aut(D) ⊆ . Our computations
show that || = 1 796 256 000 = |Aut(D)| and hence  = Aut(D). Now since Aut(D) =
McL:2 the result follows by Corollary 5.
Since blocks of D are of even size, we have that E meets evenly every vector of C, so
E ∈ C⊥. To show that C is self-orthogonal it sufﬁces to show that C ∩ C⊥ = C. It can be
observed from the appendix (see SectionA.2) that the dimension of C equals the dimension
of C ∩C⊥, i.e., the hull. Thus, we have that C ⊆ C⊥ and so C is self-orthogonal. We used
Magma to calculate the weight distribution of C which is listed in Table 3. In Table 3, i
represents the weight of a codeword and Ai denotes the number of words in C of weight i.
From the weight distribution of C we deduce that the minimum weight of C is 100. That C
is doubly even follows immediately from Table 3, since its weights are all divisible by 4.
That C⊥ has minimum weight 5 was found using Magma. The full weight distribution
can be obtained.
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Table 3
The weight distribution of C
i Ai
0 1
100 7128
112 22 550
128 824 175
132 1 360 800
144 1 247 400
148 712 800
164 15 400
176 4050
Table 4
Stabilizer inMcL of a word wi
i (McL)wi Maximality
100 U3(5) Yes
(112)1 U4(3) Yes
(112)2 L3(4) : 22 Yes
(128)1 24:A7 Yes
(128)2 24:A7 Yes
(128)3 24 : [(A4 × 3) : 2] No
(132)1 M11 Yes
(132)2 S6 No
144 S6 No
(148)1 A7 No
(148)2 A7 No
164 34 : M10 Yes
(176)1 M22 Yes
(176)2 M22 Yes
Notice that dim(C) = 22 and it can be easily shown using Table 4 below that C does
not contain invariant subspaces of dimensions 1 and 21, respectively, under McL. Thus,
we deduce that C is the smallest non-trivialGF(2)module on whichMcL acts irreducibly
(see [8]). 
Now if wi is a word of weight i in C, in Sections 5 and 6 we determine the structures of
(McL)wi and (McL:2)wi , i.e., the stabilizers ofwi inMcL andMcL:2, respectively. These
are listed in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Also for each wi , we take the support of wi and
orbit it under the action ofG = McL orG = McL:2 to form the blocks of 1− (275, i, ki)
designsDwi orDwi , respectively, where ki = |(wi)G|×i/275. Information on these designs
is given in Tables 6 and 7.
In Section 5, Lemmas 7 and 8 deal with the action ofMcL on thewords ofC. In Lemmas 9
and 10 of Section 6 we consider the action ofMcL:2.
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Table 5
Stabilizer inMcL:2 of a word wi
i (McL)wi Maximality
100 U3(5) : 2 Yes
(112)1 U4(3):23 Yes
(112)2 L3(4):22 Yes
(128)1 24:A7 No
(128)2 22+4 : (S3×S3) Yes
(132)1 M11×2 Yes
(132)2 A6:22 No
144 A6:22 No
148 A7 No
164 34:(M10 × 2) Yes
176 M22 No
Table 6
1-designs Dwi fromMcL
i Dwi No. of blocks Primitivity
100 1-(275, 100, 2592) 7128 Yes
(112)1 1-(275, 112, 112) 275 Yes
(112)2 1-(275, 112, 19 072) 22 275 Yes
(128)1 1-(275, 128, 10 368) 22 275 Yes
(128)2 1-(275, 128, 10 368) 22 275 Yes
(128)3 1-(275, 128, 362 880) 779 625 No
(132)1 1-(275, 132, 54 432) 113 400 Yes
(132)2 1-(275, 132, 598 752) 1 247 400 No
144 1-(275, 144, 653 184) 1 247 400 No
(148)1 1-(275, 148, 191 808) 356 400 No
(148)2 1-(275, 148, 191 808) 356 400 No
164 1-(275, 164, 9184) 15 400 Yes
(176)1 1-(275, 176, 1296) 2025 Yes
(176)2 1-(275, 176, 1296) 2025 Yes
Table 7
1-designs Dwi fromMcL:2
i Dwi No. of blocks Primitivity
100 1-(275, 100, 2592) 7128 Yes
(112)1 1-(275, 112, 112) 275 Yes
(112)2 1-(275, 112, 19 072) 22 275 Yes
(128)1 1-(275, 128, 20 736) 44 550 No
(128)3 1-(275, 128, 362 880) 779 625 Yes
(132)1 1-(275, 132, 54 432) 113 400 Yes
(132)2 1-(275, 132, 598 752) 1 247 400 No
144 1-(275, 144, 653 184) 1 247 400 No
148 1-(275, 148, 383 616) 712 800 No
164 1-(275, 164, 9184) 15 400 Yes
176 1-(275, 176, 2592) 4050 No
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5. Stabilizer in McL of a word wi of weight i
SinceMcL acts as an automorphism group of C, we consider this action and determine
the structure of (McL)wi where i is in L or L with L and L as deﬁned below.
Let L = {100, 164, 112, 176} and L = {128, 132, 144, 148}. For i ∈ L ∪ L we deﬁne
Ci = {wi ∈ C | wt(wi) = i}. We show in Lemma 7 that (McL)wi is a maximal subgroup
of McL, for all i ∈ L. Now for wi ∈ Ci we take the support of wi and orbit that under
McL to form the blocks of a 1-design Dwi . We show that for i ∈ L, McL acts primitively
on Dwi .
Now, if wi ∈ Ci where i ∈ L we show in Lemma 8 that (McL)wi is not a maximal
subgroup of McL for i = 144 or 148. But for i = 128, C128 splits into three orbits
of lengths 22 275, 22 275 and 779 625, namely C(128)1 , C(128)2 and C(128)3 , respectively.
For w ∈ {C(128)1 , C(128)2} we show that (McL)w is maximal isomorphic to 24:A7, but
w ∈ C(128)3 produces a non-maximal subgroup (McL)w isomorphic to 24 : [(A4× 3) : 2],
which sits maximally in 24:A7. Furthermore when i = 132, C132 also splits into two
orbits of lengths 113 400 and 1 247 400, namely C(132)1 and C(132)2 , respectively. We show
that (McL)w is isomorphic to M11 and hence a maximal subgroup of McL when w ∈
C(132)1 , however for w ∈ C(132)2 we have (McL)wS6, which is not a maximal subgroup
ofMcL.
Lemma 7. Let i ∈ L and wi ∈ Ci . Then (McL)wi is a maximal subgroup of McL.
Furthermore,McL is primitive on Dwi for each i.
Proof. First, assume that i ∈ {100, 164}. Our computations show thatwiMcL = Ci . There-
fore each Ci forms an orbit under the action ofMcL and thusMcL is transitive on each Ci .
We use Magma to construct (McL)wi as a permutation group inside McL. and we deter-
mine its structure by computing its composition factors.We deduce that for i ∈ {100, 164},
(McL)wi ∈ {U3(5), 34 : M10}. By the transitivity of McL on the code coordinates, the
codewords ofCi form a 1-designDwi withAi blocks. This implies thatMcL is transitive on
the blocks ofDwi and by the maximality of (McL)wi we deduce thatMcL acts primitively
onDwi . Note thatDw100 is a 1− (275, 100, 2592) design having 7128 blocks, whileDw164
is a 1− (275, 164, 9184) design with 15 400 blocks.
For i = 112, C112 splits into two orbits of lengths 275 and 22 275, namely C(112)1 and
C(112)2 , respectively. Let r = w(112)1 ∈ C(112)1 and r = w(112)2 ∈ C(112)2. Then (McL)r is
a subgroup of order 3 265 920 and from the list of maximal subgroups ofMcL we deduce
that (McL)rU4(3). Similarly, we compute |(McL)r | = 40 320, and hence (McL)r is a
maximal subgroup ofMcL. We determine its composition factors with Magma and deduce
that is isomorphic to L3(4):22. Here,Dr is a 1− (275, 112, 112) design having 275 blocks,
whileDr is a 1− (275, 112, 9072) design with 22 275 blocks. Note thatD = Dr andMcL
acts primitively on Dr and Dr .
Finally for i = 176, C176 splits into two orbits of lengths 2025 and 2025, namely C(176)1
and C(176)2 , respectively. Let s = w(176)1 ∈ C(176)1 and s = w(176)2 ∈ C(176)2. Then
(McL)s is a subgroup of order 443 520 and since 443 520 does not divide 3 265 920 (the
order ofU4(3)), from the list of maximal subgroups ofMcLwe deduce that (McL)sM22.
Similarly, we can show that (McL)s has order 443 520 and it is a maximal subgroup
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isomorphic to M22. The designs Ds and Ds are both 1 − (275, 176, 1296) designs each
having 2025 blocks.McL acts primitively on Ds and Ds . 
Lemma 8. Let i ∈ L and wi ∈ Ci . If i /∈ {128, 132} then (McL)wi is a non-maximal
subgroup of McL isomorphic to S6 or A7. If i = 128, then (McL)wi24:A7 or 24 :
[(A4× 3) : 2], where 24 : [(A4× 3) : 2] is not a maximal subgroup ofMcL. Furthermore,
if i = 132 then (McL)wiM11 or S6 where S6 is not a maximal subgroup ofMcL.
Proof. Consider C144. Our computations show that wiM
cL = C144. Thus, C144 forms an
orbit underMcL and soMcL is transitive onC144. Now let t = w144 ∈ C144. Then (McL)t
is a subgroup of order 720 and thus not maximal inMcL. Using Magma we determine its
composition factors and deduce that (McL)tS6.
Let i = 148. Then, C148 splits into two orbits of lengths 356 400 and 356 400, namely
C(148)1 and C(148)2 , respectively. Let u = w(148)1 ∈ C(148)1 and u = w(148)2 ∈ C(148)2.
Then, (McL)u is a subgroup of order 2520 and thus not maximal inMcL. Using Magma,
we determine its composition factors and deduce that (McL)uA7. Similarly |(McL)u|
= 2520, and so not a maximal subgroup of McL. From our computations we deduce that
(McL)uA7.
Let i = 128. Then C128 splits into three orbits of lengths 22 275, 22 275 and 779 625,
namelyC(128)1 , C(128)2 andC(128)3 , respectively. Let v = w(128)1 ∈ C(128)1 , v′ = w(128)2 ∈
C(128)2 and v′′ = w(128)3 ∈ C(128)3. Then (McL)v is a subgroup of order 40 320 and
although its order divides the orders of U4(3) and M22, but since U4(3) and M22 do not
have subgroups of index 81 and 11, respectively, from the list ofmaximal subgroups ofMcL
we deduce that (McL)v24:A7. Similarly (McL)v′ is a subgroup of order 40 320 and thus
maximal, and we show that (McL)v′24:A7. Since |(McL)v′′ | = 1152, it is not a maximal
subgroup ofMcL. Direct computations with Magma show that (McL)v′′ has 17 conjugacy
classes of elements. The structure of (McL)v′′ , however was not easy to determine by only
ﬁnding the composition factors, as additional information about the group was needed.
We brieﬂy describe the method used to determine the structure of this group. Using the
information listed in the Atlas on the maximal subgroups of McL and the structure of the
Sylow subgroups of (McL)v′′ we are able to determine by direct calculations that (McL)v′′
sits maximally in any of the maximal subgroups of McL of types U4(3), 2.A8 or 24:A7.
However, a subgroup of U4(3) or 2.A8 of order 1152 has 22 conjugacy classes of elements.
Therefore (McL)v′′ is maximal in 24 : A7 and having the form 24 : [(A4 × 3) : 2]. Here,
Dv and Dv′ are 1-(275, 128, 10 368) designs each having 22 275 blocks. Note that McL
acts primitively on Dv and Dv′ .
Finally, consider the case i = 132. In this case, C132 splits into two orbits of lengths
113 400 and 1 247 400, namely C(132)1 and C(132)2 , respectively. Let x = w(132)1 ∈ C(132)1
and x = w(132)2 ∈ C(132)2. Then (McL)x is a subgroup of order 7920. From the list
of maximal subgroups of McL we deduce that (McL)x is either a maximal subgroup
isomorphic toM11 or sits inM22. ButM22 does not contain a subgroup of index 56, so we
deduce that (McL)x is a maximal subgroup ofMcL isomorphic toM11. Since |(McL)x | =
720, it is not a maximal subgroup ofMcL. From our computations with Magma we deduce
that (McL)xS6. Here, Dx is a 1-(275, 132, 54 432) design having 113 400 blocks. Note
thatMcL acts primitively on this design. 
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Tables 4 and 6 list the structures of (McL)wi andDwi for all i, respectively, as have been
constructed in the above lemmas.
6. Stabilizer in McL:2 of a word of weight i
Since Aut(C) = McL:2, in this section we deal with the stabilizers (McL:2)wi by
extending the results of Section 5 toMcL:2. We determine the structures of the stabilizers
(McL:2)wi , for all non-zero weight i (See Table 5). We show in Lemma 9 that for i ∈
M = {100, 112, 164} the stabilizer (McL:2)wi is a maximal subgroup of McL:2, where
(McL:2)w100U3(5):2, (McL:2)w16434:(M10 × 2). Further, C112 remains split under
the action ofMcL:2 with corresponding (McL:2)wi isomorphic to U4(3):23 and L3(4):22
respectively. Now, for wi ∈ Ci we take the support of wi and orbit it underMcL:2 to form
the blocks of a 1-design Dwi . We show that for all i ∈ M, Dwi = Dwi , and McL:2 acts
primitively on these designs.
Next, in Lemma 10 we considerwi where i ∈ M = {128, 132, 144, 148, 176}. We show
that words of weight 128 splits into two orbits C′128 = C(128)1
⋃
C(128)2 and C(128)3 , of
lengths 44 550 and 779 625, respectively. However, the words of weight 132 remains split
into the two orbits C(132)1 and C(132)2 . For wi ∈ {C(128)3 , C(132)1}, we prove that (McL)wi
is a maximal subgroup ofMcL:2. isomorphic to 22+4:(S3×S3), orM11, respectively. Here
we also have Dw(128)3 = Dw(128)3 and Dw(132)1 = Dw(132)1 with McL:2 acting primitively
on both of these designs. On the other hand, if wi is in {C′128, C(132)2 , C144, C148, C176},
we describe the structures of (McL:2)wi and show that they are not maximal in
McL:2.
Lemma 9. Let i ∈ M and wi ∈ Ci . Then (McL:2)wi is a maximal subgroup of McL:2.
FurthermoreMcL:2 is primitive on Dwi for each i.
Proof. Firstly, let i ∈ M − {112}. Since McL is transitive on Ci , so is McL:2. Hence
for i ∈ M − {112}, each Ci forms an orbit under the action of McL:2, so that (McL)wi
is subgroup of index 2 in (McL:2)wi . Therefore, by Lemma 7 and the ATLAS we have
(McL:2)w100U3(5):2 and (McL:2)w16434:(M10 × 2). Clearly Dw100 = Dw100 and
Dw164 = Dw164 , withMcL:2 acting primitively on these codes.
Now consider C112. Clearly C112 remains split, as in Section 5, into two orbits of lengths
275 and 22 275, namelyC(112)1 andC(112)2 , respectively. Let, as in Section 5, r = w(112)1 ∈
C(112)1 and r = w(112)2 ∈ C(112)2. Then (McL)r and (McL)r are subgroups of index 2
in (McL:2)r and (McL:2)r , respectively. Now, by applying Lemma 7 and the information
on maximal subgroups ofMcL:2 in the ATLAS, we deduce that (McL:2)r and (McL:2)r
are maximal in McL:2 with (McL:2)rU4(3):23. and (McL:2)rL3(4):22. Again as
in the above, Dr = Dr = D and Dr = Dr , with McL:2 acting primitively on these
designs. 
Lemma 10. Let i ∈ M and wi ∈ Ci . If i /∈ {128, 132} then (McL:2)wi ∈ {24:A7, A6:22,
A7,M22} and it is not a maximal subgroup ofMcL:2.. If i = 128, then (McL)wi22+4 :
(S3×S3) or 24:A7 where 24:A7 is not a maximal subgroup of McL:2. Furthermore, if
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i = 132 then (McL:2)wiM11×2 or A6:22 where A6:22 is not a maximal subgroup of
McL:2.
Proof. Firstly, take i = 144. Since McL is transitive on C144, so is McL:2. Hence, C144
forms an orbit under the action of McL:2, so that (McL)w144 is subgroup of index 2 in
(McL:2)w144 . Direct computation with Magma shows that (McL:2)w144 is isomorphic to
S6:2 = A6:22, which is not a maximal subgroup ofMcL:2.
For i ∈ {148, 176}, our computations show that wiMcL:2 = Ci . Thus, in this case each
Ci forms an orbit under McL:2 and so McL:2 is transitive on each Ci . From Lemma 8,
we deduce (McL:2)w148 = (McL)w148A7 and (McL:2)w176 = (McL)w176M22, which
are not maximal subgroups ofMcL:2.
Thirdly, consider C128. Then C128 splits into two orbits C′128 = C(128)1
⋃
C(128)2 and
C(128)3 of lengths 44 550 and 779 625, respectively. Let b′ ∈ C′128 and b ∈ C(128)3. Then
(McL:2)b′ = (McL)b′24:A7 which obviously cannot be a maximal subgroup ofMcL:2.
However, (McL:2)b contains (McL)b with index 2 and hence by Lemma 8 and theATLAS
we deduce that (McL:2)b is a maximal subgroup of McL:2 isomorphic to 22+4:(S3×S3).
Clearly Db = Db andMcL:2 acts primitively on this design.
Finally, let i = 132. Clearly C132 remains split, as in Section 5, into two orbits of lengths
113 400 and 1 247 400, namely C(132)1 and C(132)2 , respectively. Let, as in Section 5, x =
w(132)1 ∈ C(132)1 and x = w(132)2 ∈ C(132)2. Then (McL)x and (McL)x are subgroups
of index 2 in (McL:2)x and (McL:2)x , respectively. Now, by applying Lemma 8 and the
information on maximal subgroups ofMcL:2 in theATLAS, we deduce that (McL:2)x is a
maximal subgroup ofMcL:2 isomorphic toM11× 2. From our computations with Magma
we deduce that (McL:2)xA6:22. Again clearlyDx = Dx andMcL:2 acts primitively on
this design. 
Tables 5 and 7 list the structures of (McL:2)wi and Dwi for all i, respectively, as have
been constructed in Lemmas 9 and 10.
7. Observations
(i) From Table 3 it can be observed that A164 = 15 400. However, from Table 1, we have
that there are two classes maximal subgroups ofMcL of index 15 400. So for the proof
of Lemma 7 in order to ascertain the structures of (McL)wi for i = 164, we have used
the structure of the composition factors. Similarly, observe from Table 1 that there are
four classes maximal subgroups of McL of index 22 275. So for the proofs involved
for i = 112 and 128 in Lemmas 7 and 8, respectively, the use of composition factors
was decisive to ascertain the structure of the (McL)wi .
(ii) In Table 4, the ﬁrst column represents the words of weight i and the second column
represents the stabilizer inMcL of a codeword wi of Ci . In the ﬁnal column, we test
the maximality of (McL)wi in McL. Observe that some of the maximal subgroups
of McL do not feature in the listing of Table 4, namely 3+1+4 : 2S5, 2.A8 and
5+1+2 : 3 : 8.
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(iii) In Table 5 the ﬁrst column represents the words of weight i and the second column
represents the stabilizer in McL:2 of a codeword wi of Ci . In the ﬁnal column, we
test the maximality of (McL:2)wi inMcL:2. Observe that some of the maximal sub-
groups of McL:2 do not feature in the listing of Table 5, namely McL, 3+1+4:4·S5,
2·S8, and (5+1+2 : 3 : 8)·2. Also note that K = 22+4 : (S3×S3) is a novel sub-
group of McL:2 such that (McL)⋂K is a non-maximal proper subgroup of McL
isomorphic to 24 : [(A4 × 3) : 2]. In fact (McL)⋂K is a proper subgroup of
24:A7.
(iv) In Table 6, the ﬁrst column represents the words of weight i and the second column
gives the structure of the designs Dwi which were deﬁned in Section 5. In the third
column, we list the number of blocks of Dwi . We test the primitivity for the action
of McL on Dwi in the ﬁnal column. As in Tables 6 and 7 provides information on
1-designs Dwi obtained fromMcL:2.
(v) The stabilizer in (McL:2) of a word of minimum weight in C⊥ is the group 34 :
(M10×2). This is also the stabilizer of a word of weight 164 in C⊥. However, the
stabilizer in (McL) of a word of minimum weight in C⊥ is the group 34 : M10. This
is also the stabilizer of a word of weight 164 in C⊥.
(vi) The complementary design ofD is a 1-(275, 163, 163) self-dual design whose binary
code is a [275, 23, 99]2 code that contains the code C and has weight distribution as
follows:
[ <0, 1>, <99, 4050>, <100, 7128>, <111, 15400>, <112, 22550>,
<127, 712800>, <128, 824175>, <131, 1247400>, <132, 1360800>,
<143, 1360800>, <144, 1247400>, <147, 824175>, <148, 712800>,
<163, 22550>, <164, 15400>, <175, 7128>, <176, 4050>, <275, 1> ].
This code is obtained from C by adjoining the E vector.
(vii) The code C obtained in this paper although invariant underMcL is different from the
code C obtained in [12], since the automorphisms groups of both codes are different.
Here, the automorphism group of C is the group McL:2, while the automorphism
group of C in [12] is McL. Also notice that in this paper the code C has parameters
[275, 22, 100]2, while in [12] C has parameters [2025, 22, 848]2. Moreover, the code
C in [12] has no words of weight 100 for example.
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Appendix A. Computations
Magma version 2.10, 13/05/2003 was used.
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A.1. Programme A
//The program, where G=McL
load simgps;
g:=given as permutation group;
ma:=Maximal subgroups of g;
"no. of prim. reps=’’,#ma;
for k:=1 to #ma do
k,’’th prim. rep.’’;
gk:=ma[k];
a1,a2,a3:=CosetAction(g,gk);
st:=Stabilizer(a2,1);
orbs:=Orbits(st);
"no. of orbits=’’,#orbs;
v:=Index(a2,st);
"degree=’’,v;
lo:=[#orbs[i]: i in [1..#orbs]];
"seq. of orbit lengths=’’,lo;
for j:=2 to #lo do
"orbs no’’,j,’’of length’’,#orbs[j];
blox:=Setseq(orbs[j]â2);
des:=Design<1,v|blox>;des;
autdes:=AutomorphismGroup(des);
"autgp of order’’,Order(autdes);
p:=2;
dc:=LinearCode(des,GF(p));
dl:=Dual(dc); d1:=Dim(dc);
d2:=Dim(dl); d3:=Dim(dc meet dl);
"p=’’,p,’’dim=’’,d1,’’dimdual=’’,
d2,’’hull=’’,d3;
cau:=PermutationGroup(dc);
"perm gp of order’’,Order(cau);
end for;
"-----’’;
end for;
------------
//omiting the trivial designs and
//the natural representations
A.2. Designs and binary codes fromMcL of degree 275
> load"Mclgen";
Loading "Mclgen"
Loading "starter"
3
275
[ 1, 112, 162 ]
orbs no 2 of length 112
1-(275,112, 112) Design with 275 blocks
Permutation group au acting on a set of cardinality 275
Order = 2ˆ8 * 3ˆ6 * 5ˆ3 * 7 * 11
p= 2 dim= 22 dimdual= 253 hull= 22
orbs no 3 of length 162
1-(275, 162, 162) Design with 275 blocks
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Permutation group au acting on a set of cardinality 275
Order = 2ˆ8 * 3ˆ6 * 5ˆ3 * 7 * 11
p= 2 dim= 274 dimdual= 1 hull= 0
A.3. Generators ofMcL:2
 =
(1,2)(3,4)(5,7)(6,8)(9,12)(10,13)(11,15)
(14,19)(16,21)(17,22)(18,24)(20,27)(23,31)
(25,33)(26,34)(28,37)(29,38)(30,40)(32,43)
(35,47)(36,48)(39,51)(41,53)(42,54)(44,57)
(45,58)(46,60)(49,63)(50,64)(52,67)(55,71)
(56,72)(59,76)(61,78)(62,79)(66,82)(68,85)
(69,86)(70,88)(73,92)(75,94)(77,97)(80,101)
(81,102)(83,105)(84,106)(87,110)(89,112)
(90,113)(91,115)(93,118)(95,120)(96,121)
(98,123)(99,109)(100,125)(103,129)(104,130)
(107,133)(108,134)(111,137)(114,140)(116,142)
(117,128)(119,144)(122,147)(124,149)(126,139)
(131,153)(132,154)(135,158)(136,159)(138,161)
(141,164)(143,167)(145,170)(146,172)(148,175)
(150,177)(151,178)(152,179)(157,183)(160,187)
(162,189)(163,190)(165,168)(166,193)(169,195)
(171,196)(174,197)(176,192)(180,204)(181,201)
(182,206)(188,209)(191,213)(194,216)(198,221)
(199,222)(200,208)(202,225)(203,227)(205,230)
(207,232)(210,218)(211,233)(212,235)(215,236)
(217,238)(219,240)(220,241)(223,244)(224,245)
(226,247)(228,249)(229,250)(231,252)(234,255)
(237,257)(239,242)(243,259)(246,261)(248,264)
(253,267)(254,268)(256,269)(258,266)(260,270)
(262,271)(263,265)(272,274)(273,275);
 =
(1,3,5)(4,6,9)(7,10,14)(8,11,16)(12,17,23)
(13,18,25)(15,20,28)(19,26,35)(21,29,39)(22,30,41)
(24,32,44)(27,36,49)(31,42,55)(33,45,59)(34,46,61)
(38,50,65)(40,52,68)(43,56,73)(48,62,80)(51,66,83)
(53,69,87)(54,70,89)(57,74,93)(58,75,95)(60,77,98)
(63,81,103)(64,76,96)(67,84,107)(71,90,114)(72,91,116)
(78,99,124)(79,100,126)(82,104,131)(85,108,112)
(86,109,135)(88,111,138)(92,117,123)(94,119,125)
(97,122,148)(101,127,150)(102,128,151)(106,132,155)
(110,136,160)(113,139,162)(115,141,165)(118,143,168)
(120,145,171)(121,146,173)(129,144,169)(130,152,180)
(133,156,182)(134,157,184)(140,163,191)(142,166,172)
(147,174,198)(149,176,200)(153,181,205)(158,185,207)
(159,186,170)(161,188,210)(164,192,214)(167,194,217)
(175,199,223)(177,201,224)(178,202,226)(179,203,228)
(183,193,215)(187,208,209)(189,211,234)(190,212,221)
(195,218,239)(196,219,233)(197,220,242)(204,229,251)
(206,231,253)(216,237,255)(222,243,260)(225,246,262)
(227,248,257)(230,238,258)(232,254,269)(235,256,267)
(240,249,265)(247,263,261)(250,264,268)(252,266,272)
(270,271,273);
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